Introduction –
We are NicepackPolyplast (P) Ltd., engaged in the manufacture and supply of a world-class range of Packaging products.
Our range is utilized for several purposes and have become the most preferred when it comes to the need for any kind
so packaging solutions. These can be tailor-made to suit the clients’ specifications and are highly durable. Attractively
priced, these are made and fabricated with top-grade materials that are sourced form the most trusted vendors in the
industry.

Products Range –
Poly liners / Bags
HM /HDPE poly liners in any size and gauge is available with us . We have latest machine to
manufacturethehm poly rolls and bags and can give 1000 kgs production per day. Different
size and shape can be made as per your specification and requirement. We can print the
same as per your choice and design upto 6 colours.

HM HDPE Rolls & Bags
Most economic and safest product is hm bags and rolls. Different colours and sizes, different
thickness and various utility. We can supply you the hm/ld bags plain or printed form.

Bopp Self Sealing Bags
BOPP bags are latest fashion and economic method of packing used for good looking of your
product like ready made garments, leather bags and purses, books and periodicals, cd and
electronics etc. We have creative team to offer you a variety of BOPP bags in different size and
style. We also print it upto 8 colours and can affix self adhesive tape and flap.

Stretch Film
Wrapping Films
We are reputed manufacturer of wrapping films, which are manufactured from quality
polyolefin and are available in form of rolls. Our stretch wrapping films are specially designed
keeping in mind the requirement of various industries.
Other Information






F. O. B. Price Order: 148 INR
Minimum Order Quantity: 1000 Kilogram
Port of Dispatch: kolkata
Production Capacity: 3 ton daily
Delivery Time: 2-3 days

PE Stretch Films
We manufacture the finest quality of stretch wrap which is manufactured using poly-olefin which
gives a much more superior and fine end product. It easily clings tightly to objects and provides a

secure and tight overwrap to protect them from moving during transportation or transit.

PVC Shrink Film
The product, as the name indicates, is a PVC Shrink Film with a property of shrinking on
application of indirect heat and takes the shape of product over which it is being shrunk. The
PVC Shrink Film in the form of sleeve had initially been used in India as an insulating material
for electronic capacitor and dry battery cells. The product applications has been further
developed to insulate the low tension bus bar units in electrical control panels used in the
range of 2.5 KVA-4 KVA of capacity. The market has been further developed with pilfer proof
cap required for pharmaceutical industry.
Applications:
The new areas other than dry cell, capacitor and bus bar industries are:













Beverage industry
Agro-chemicals and pesticides industry
Bearing industry
Hardware & hand tool industry
Automobile industry
Wire and cable industry
Books and stationery
Tooth paste and soap industry
Textile industry
LPG gas cylinders
Pharmaceutical industry
Audio/Video industry

LD Shrink Film
With the aim of becoming the eminent name of the industry, we are engaged in offering LD
Shrink Film. The product that we offer has been manufactured using high grade material.
These products are admired for their premium quality. Our products have perfect as well as
excellent finish. The offered products are made available in various sizes. Besides, these LD
Shrink Films are available at economical rates.
Features:




Puncture resistant
Flame retardant
Excellent clarity

LLDPE Shrink Film
We hold expertise in offering a wide range of LLDPE Shrink Film. These are manufactured
using best quality plastics and following international industrial standards. Owing to its

perfect fitting and appealing look, these LLDPE Shrink Films are widely preferred by various numbers of clients. We also
provide these in customize specifications.
Features:




Longer life span
Cost effective
Tamper-proof

Multi-layer Poly Pouch
We bring forth for our clients a comprehensive assortment of Multilayer Pouches, which is extensively utilized for
packaging of milk and other products. To meet the varied requirements of our clients, we offer these multi-layer
pouches which are available in various shapes and sizes.
Our pouches are used for packing of :












Liquids - Milk, Juice, Water
Powder, Granules & Solid Products - Coffee, Dried Fruits, Snack Food
Non-Food Products - Adhesives, Creams, Detergents
Stand Up Pouches (With/Without Zip Lock )
Rice
Tea
Namkeen snacks food
Wheat powder
Oil /Lubricants
Liquid soap/ Detergents
Jucies

Bag Sealing Machine
Our clients can avail from us Bag Sealing Machine. These steel or plastic strapping sealers & seals are manufactured from
top quality materials thus providing maximum usage to various industries. The offered sealers & seals are manufactured
using the best quality basic material and are highly appropriate for light to medium duty
applications. Our clients can avail these from us at market leading prices.
As a specialist in this domain, we are offering a distinct assortment ofBag Sealing Machine. This
sealing machine is developed by using top grade material and advanced techniques in
compliance with international quality standards. Our provided sealing machine is acclaimed for
its durability and excellent finish. In addition, this sealing machine can be availed from us at
market prices.
Features:


Operational fluency




High strength
Corrosion resistance

Heat Shrink Tunnel
We have gained expertise in manufacturing and supplying a comprehensive range of Heat
Shrink Tunnel. Manufactured using high-grade component, our tunnel is available in
various specifications at most competitive prices. Conform to industry quality norms and
standards, our offered tunnel can also be availed as per the demands and requirements of
customers. We also check this range on various parameters to ensure zero defects.
Features:




Long service life
Precisely design
Sturdiness

All types of Printing on Polypage
Screen Printing
We have best of the class screen printing unit with both manual and automatic printing facility. We
specialize in multi color printing with high precision printing on Polypage. Screen Printing
application screen printing for small batch production, printed in the higher, the thickness of
cardboard open , without prejudice to the strength of the packaging products. Our range of screen
printed items comes in standard size as well as customized preferences. These screen printed
items are available in varied styles and designs.

Flexo Printing
We are engaged in offering Flex printing, which is widely known for its quality and durability. Different types of high
quality flex printing media available with us are star flex, LG flex and many others. Our machines are highly developed,
which are capable of offering outdoor banner stands using high quality printing.
We offer:












f/l &b/l flux
Sav
One way mission
Canvas printing-solvent
Eco solvent
Sineboard
Sunpack
Acp
Acrylic - direct print
Silk screen printing
Cotton - 4 color




Offset printing on paper & p. V. C. Sheet
Digital print on paper

PP Non Woven Bags
We are engaged in manufacturing and supplying a range of PP Non Woven Bags from high grade
raw material. Range of non woven bags are available in different sizes and designs as per the
clientsrequirements. These non woven bags come in variety of shapes and sizes and can be
purchased at cost effective rates of the market.Latest and fancy bags in non woven cloth is our
current set up. We have arrangement to design your requirement of fancy shopping bag as per
your style and colour. We can do any type of bags.

Shopping Bags
We are engaged in the business of manufacturing and supplying of Shopping Bags. These bags
are very capacious and durable. The range is widely appreciated for its stylish look and alluring
designs. We alsocustomize the range depending on the specifications of the clients and print
various logos and designs on the bags. We offer the bags at highly competitive price. We
manufactured different types and styleshopping bags. We do the bags in HM, LD and non woven.
Upto 8 colors printing on both side can be done as per design of customer.
Features:




Wear and tear resistant
Durable
Reasonably priced

Garbage Bags
We established ourselves as one of the most prominent garbage bags manufacturers and
suppliers in the country. Made up from high quality raw materials, our plastic garbage bags are
undergone stringent manufacturing process. HM, LLDPE / LDPE virgin & recycled material are the
special ingredients, which are blended with other raw materials to produce high quality plastic
bags. These garbage bags are used for the storage of industrial, constructional, and domestic
garbage. Our bags are served in various colors, sizes, and thickness according to the needs of the
clients.

Dust Bags
We offer well-fabricated dust bags that have added flexibility and in-built competence to the
conventional filter bag designs for collection of the dust and pollution control applications.
Moreover, our products are also featured with resistance against high temperature, antistatic
finish and others.
Features


Strong resistance to dust




Durable
Flexible.

Plastic Pins
Owing to years of business knowledge and sound knowledge, we have been able to provide
a wide range of Plastic Pin. Our offered light plastic pin is specifically designed by our
vendors’ experts by utilizing newest technology and best quality of plastic along with the set
widespread norms. This plastic pin is accessible in different stipulations & customization
facility. In addition to this, our esteemed customers can take this light plastic pin at
reasonable rates.
Features:




Durable finish standards
Longer service life
Optimum finish

Teg Pin
Tag Pins tag the labels to the garments and are known for its economical availability. They are elegantly designed and
preferred by large number of industries. We have the expertise in developing the pins and construct them qualitatively
in the international accepted standards. These pins are hand fastened and are the best
way to keep the tags intact without getting lost. The pins are available in different sizes
and models based on customer’s choices. They are offered at economical prices.
We have all type of Tag Pins and hook loops. Tag Pins comes in nylon & P.P. In nylon we
have 4.4mm, 5mm, 7mm and 10mm. In P.P we have 12mm, 15mm, 19mm, 25mm, 35mm,
75mm, 90mm, 100mm, 125mm.In P.P we have “C” cut Pins also. Size are 15mm, 25mm
and 35mm. In this we have 2 colours white and black.

String Pin / Loop Pins
We offer Loop Pins that can be attached to articles having a loop. Backed by our flourishing business processes, we are
able to manufacture and supply a superior quality range of Loop Pin. The provided pin is manufactured with utmost
precision using pioneered techniques under the supervision of our qualified professionals. Our offered pin is widely used
to attach price tag in different products like ladies purses, sunglasses, wine bottles, shirts,
toys, shoes, jewellery, pants, lamp shades, mugs, suitcases and other products.
These are elegant looking with features of high tensile strength and durability. These pins
attach the tag cards and secure it safely so that they do not get lost. Moreover, these pins are
hand fastened pins that are developed with high quality materials. The expertise and
experience have contributed in supplying these pins in a wide range.
Features:





Flawless finish
High tensile strength
Easy to use

Tag Gun
Checkpoint systems' meto needle taggers are the perfect tools for economically tagging many
items, including furniture, fabrics, soft toys and clothing items. Choose from our fine, standard
or heavy duty tagging needles to tag merchandize ranging from delicate lingerie to tough
denim fabrics. We specialize in offering a wide range of Tag Gun. These are engineered using
best quality components and following international industrial standards. Owing to its
expansive applications and maximum durability, these devices are extensively recommended
by various numbers of clients. We ensure consistent performance and robustness of our
devices.
Features:




Durability
Expansive applications
Reasonable prices

Spot Remove Gun
One of our striking features is the fact that we supply our products to the clients in a timely manner. We believe in not
just meeting, but also exceeding the expectations of the client. Our products are supplied to clients after rigorous
quality-testing by our professionally certified auditors. These guns are used to clean spots from papers, cloths and other
such items. Owing to their efficiency, they enable complete removal of spots. Priced affordably, these guns are used
widely in various industrial applications. They are acclaimed for their durability.
Features:




Long-lasting efficiency
Complete spot cleaning
Delivered within specified time-frame

BOPP Self Adhesive Tapes
With the help of our efficient workforce, we are able to offer our clients with BOPP Self Adhesive Tapes. We provide our
range of Tapes in varied sizes, colors and length to meet the requirements of our customers. Moreover, these Tapes are
appreciated as they provide tamper proof packing with high strength and durability. Additionally, we offer these Tapes
in plain as well as in printed format.
BOPP Self Adhesive Tapes, bopp tapes our commitment to advertisement of technology is
reflected in our involvement in the development of bopp tapes product.

Features:




High adhesion
Ideal for sealing operations
Longer functional life

Paper Adhesive Tapes
Being one of the leading manufacturers, exporters and suppliers, we are engaged in offering our clients superior quality
Paper Gum Tapes. We use polymer substances and unique techniques in manufacturing these tapes. These tapes are
light in weight, wet resistant and have excellent fixing capacity. All these tapes are used in different binding and
packaging purposes. These products are known for its reliability, durability and longevity.
Features:




Light in weight
Moisture resistant
High fixing capacity

Double Side Tissue Tapes
Backed by our efficient team members, we offer Double Sided Tissue Tapes to our clients. Our
wide variety of Tissue Tapes are highly used in paper and printing industry. The Tapes we offer
have high quick stick and are demanded in the market for holding power at elevated temperatures.Consists of a non-woven Tissue Double Coated with an aggressive, high tack, high heat
resistant acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive or Hot Melt Adhesive. It provides excellent quick
stick and holding power, and is ideally suited for high speed flying splice applications. Tears
easily by hand, has a fast grabbing acrylic adhesive with excellent holding power and heat
resistance. Tissue carrier adds dimensional stability, is flexible and conformable.

Single Side Cotton Tapes
We are engaged in manufacturing and supplying a very highly excellent quality range of Single Side
Cotton Tape. Our range is known for its premium quality and admired by our clients in across the
nation. Our range is available at market leading prices. These tapes play an important role in
medical. They are available in white and black color. Our tapes are demanded by our clients due to
its adhesive properties. Our quality controller inspects each process of development to ensure the
better quality.
Features :




High performance
Long performing life
Smooth functioning.

Double Sided Cloth Tapes
We are one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers offering a wide gamut of Double Side Cloth Tapes. These tapes
are made using strong cotton cloth carrier, and are fabricated using rubber paste bonds that maintain the integrity of
the bond. Further, these tapes are highly suggested by the experts for various industrial-mounting applications such as
indoor carpet installation and carpeted stairways.
Double Sided Cloth Tape is used in flexo printing units and we have Sticky and Trinity brand high
adhesion quality double sided tapes in all sizes and length. We have 12.5 mm ,25mm, 50 mm, 100
mm, 150 mm, and 300 mm width ready stock in paper release as well as plastic liner release. Our
product is highly appreciated and can be used for 10 time if applied once.Rates are very
competitive and quality is matching to international standard.
Some features are:





Great elasticity
Durability
Longer service life
Neat finish

Nylone Adhesive Tapes
Keeping in mind the precise demands of clients, we offer a wide range of Nylon Adhesive Tapes.
Manufactured from premium quality components, these tapes are acclaimed for good
adhesiveness and easy usability. Our Tapes are available in various standard specifications,
qualities, sizes and thickness as per the demands of clients. Widely used in various industrial
applications, our tapes are also available in customized specifications.
Features:




Durable
Long lasting effect
Available in various standard shapes.

Eyelet Tapes
We are one of the trusted organizations engaged in offering a finest quality range of Eyelet Tapes in the market. These
tapes have release liner paper and made in compliance with the international quality standards. Moreover, these tapes
are manufactured using solvent base and eyelet paper procured from the trusted sources. We are offering our
clients Eyelet Tapes (Non-Tearable) at industry leading rates which are known for their
international quality.
Quality attributes of these tapes are as follows:



Long lasting
High tear strength




Easy to wash and iron
Fine finish

Protection Tapes
With our consistent focus on globally hit trend, we proudly introduce a wide range of Protection Tapes. These protection
tapes are precisely fabricated with updated machinery & quality accepted adhesive materials by our extremely capable
professionals. Offered protection tapes are highly valued in the market due to its self adhesive property. In order to
fulfill the desire of our customers, offered protection tapes is accessible in numerous specifications and can also be
custom designed according to the given stipulations by the patrons.
Our Tapes are known for excellent adhesion and protection against damages and scratches. Additionally, our Protection
Adhesive Tapes are provided with adjustable peeling force, which adds strength and durability. Moreover, Our Tapes are
demanded for no adhesive residue and weather resistance.
Features:




Good adhesive properties
Durable
High strength

Cello Tapes
Being the most respected organization guided by experienced and knowledgeable
professionals, we provide an enormous assortment of Cello Tapes that are used in carton box
sealing and for stationery purpose. To make them withstand the industry quality standards, we
utilize premium quality raw material and ultra-modern technology in manufacturing these
tapes. The offered tapes are manufactured in different thickness, width and specifications in
order to cater the diversified demands of the clients.
Features:




Highly adhesive
Waterproof
Fine finish

Poly Sealing Tapes
Poly Sealing Tapes offered provide for perfect sealing support in areas like rain gutters, vents, rooftops, cable enclosures
and other places. Providing for quick and strong bonding support, these tapes are
also durable in terms of usage and can successfully withstand harsh environmental
conditions. Some of the other areas these are suitable for use in include parapet walls,
metal buildings, vent stacks, downspouts. Its features include providing superior
bonding to metals and plastics, superior fastening to contours, edges, rivets and screw
heads, easy to paint, provides for precise and neat finish, do not crack or crumble. The
range is procured from trusted manufacturers and is thoroughly quality tested, to offer excellent quality products to our
esteemed clients. Further, our reasonable pricing, make these seals, highly popular among the clients.

